Bibliography - Literature from India and China

China


Ancient folk tale of a brave Chinese girl.

A Chinese girl is a heroine, taking her father’s place in the war.


A Chinese boy is rewarded for his honesty.

Story of the Great Wall of China from the Emperor’s point of view. (Picture Book)

Shows how to write Chinese characters. (Workbook)

A story set in the T’ang Dynasty.

Major Chinese figures from Confucius to Len Xezu.


Leaf, M., *Eyes of the Dragon*, (Picture Book)

Story of a boy apprenticed to metal worker during late 1800’s. Deals with the guild system. Set up in China during the Middle Ages.

Different beliefs and superstitions within the Chinese culture.
* Lord, Betsy Bao, _In The Year of the Boar and Jackie Robinson_.
  A story of a Chinese girl, moving to New York in the 1940’s. The cultural differences she encounters help young readers understand the traditions of China.

A Chinese woman searches for her husband on the Great Wall of China.


Tan, Amy, _The Moon Lady_. Macmillan Maxwell, Canada, 1992. This gives the background of the Moon festival in Ancient China.


* Yep, Lawrence, _Dragon Wings_.


**India**


* Bosse, Malcolm, _Tusk and Stone_. Front St., N. Carolina, 1995. An adventure involving a Brahman boy in 7th century India.


A collection of Hindu myths.
A prose form of the Ramayana at a mid-level reading ability.
(Novel)

Jataka Tale - Buddha comes in the form of a deer and persuades
the king to stop killing the deer in the area.

A collection of eight traditional stories from India.

Husain, Shahrukh, _Demons, Gods and Holy Men_. Eurobook Ltd., England,
1987.
An encyclopedia of who’s who in Indian mythology.


Tales, myths and legends from India.

Similar to Aesop’s fables, animals have characteristics of
humans. Written in AD 300.

Indian Cinderella story - from the Indian oral tradition of story-
telling.

Mipham, Lama, _The Value of Friends_. Dharma Publishing, Oakland,
1990.
The true value of friendship told via animals - Jataka Tales
(Picture Book)

The story of Akbar, A Mughal Emperor and his advisor Birbal.

Noblet, Martine, _Tintin’s Travel Diaries_. Barrods, Hong Kong, 1991.
Travel in India through the eyes of a child.

Novel of a girl between two world, India and the West.

Rizvi, Dolly, _Tansen_. India Book House Ltd., 1987.
During the reign of Akbar, the Mughal Emperor, there lived a
musician in his court by the name of Tansen.

How a village saved its trees from being cut down. (Picture Book.)
Excerpt from the Mahabharata - India’s Hindu Epic. A princess outwits the Lord of death to save her husband. (Picture Book)

Selected animal stories for children.

An anthology of tales from various backgrounds in India.

(Novel)*

*Jataka Tales* - a deer changes a prince’s attitude by showing compassion.

The story of the author of the epic - *Ramayana*.

**Teacher Resources**


A collection of the edicts and inscriptions of Asoka.

Workbook for teachers - 6th and 7th grade activities.

An introduction to the tenets of Hinduism.


